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INTRODUCTION
Background & Summary
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The purpose of this document is to 
establish the guiding principles 
for future delivery of a sustainable 

residential development north of Main Road, 
Goostrey. 

The site lies in the centre of the village of 
Goostrey. It sits adjacent to existing housing 
to the west and south, and lies adjacent to 
Shear Brook and further housing to the 
east. To the north, the site is defined by the 
entrance track to Swanwick Hall Farm and a 
public footpath.

The adjacent location plan illustrates that 
the proposed site is a logical extension to 
the existing village. It is visually contained 
and within close proximity to local facilities 
within the village, including local shops on 
Main Road to the east, play facilities to the 
north, a local primary school, train station and 
footpath network.
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The purpose of this Masterplan document 
is to indicate how the site can successfully 
provide:

• Homes - Up to 138 dwellings with a 
balanced mix of homes including  30% 
affordable housing of a mix of tenures.

• Green Infrastructure that will enhance 
the bio-diversity of the site and provide 
new areas of informal recreation and 
links into the existing footpath network.

Purpose and Status of the 
Masterplan

• An area of floodplain extends along 
the Shear Brook, which should be 
considered within the design.

• Several easements cross the site

• Views from adjacent properties should 
be considered, including housing to 
the west of the site and the less dense 
housing near Shear Brook to the east 
of the site.

Site Context  

The site has a number of constraints and 
opportunities, which are identified below:

• The site contains three irregularly 
shaped pastoral fields. The larger field 
to the north is flat, whilst the two smaller 
fields to the south are more rolling, 
dipping down to the Shear Brook on the 
eastern boundary. 

• Vehicular access to the site is proposed 
via Main Road to the south.
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Site Boundary



SITE CONTEXT, 
ANALYSIS AND 
EVIDENCE BASE
 

The contours within the site generally 
slope from west to east, with a high 
point within the site of approximately 

60m AOD on the south-western boundary. 
The land falls towards Shear Brook on the 
eastern boundary, with a low point of circa 
53m AOD. The steepest section of the site 
is along the south-eastern edge, where 
the levels drop significantly from a raised 
plateau within the western and northern part 
of the site.

In the wider context the land slowly rises 
to the east and south-east to a high point 
of approximately 80m AOD towards 
Twemlow Green. To the west and north-
west, the contours drop towards Allostock 
approximately 2 miles from Goostrey.

The northern field within the site is 
characterised by a flat arable field, with 
more open farmland to the north-east and 
a residential area to the west enclosing the 
site. It is arable land with some hedgerows 
and trees. 

The site lies within the regional character 
area of ‘Lower Farms and Woods’ and 
the western side of Goostrey lies adjacent 
to the ‘Sandy Woods’ character area 
as set out in the Cheshire Landscape 
Character Assessment, November, 2008. 
This character area has characteristics of 
low lying gently rolling topography, a high 
density of woodland, a large number of 
water bodies and hedgerow boundaries 
and trees in a mix of medieval and post-
medieval fields. Some of these fields have 
been rationalized and so some fields are 
larger and more open than they once were. 
Settlements such as Goostrey follow a 
dispersed pattern at medium density due 

Landscape and 
Townscape Analysis
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to modern expansion. There are no obvious 
landmarks but the Pennine Hills to the east are 
occasionally visible from some areas. The site 
itself is not designated, and generally there are 
few features of significant landscape merit.

To the north of the site, it is recommended that 
new vegetation is planted to create a transitional 
edge to the proposals that link the site into the 
existing green network.

Swanwick Hall Farm lies north of the site. 
The farm is visually screened from the site by 
existing planting  along the Shear Brook and is 
surrounded by farmland with a similar character 
as previously mentioned. 

To the west of the site housing is typified by 
a mixture of 20th century styles. 

There are no conservation areas within the 
village.
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THE MASTERPLAN 
PROPOSALS

The overall vision for the site is to 
provide a sustainable development 
of up to 138 dwellings that provide a 

choice of housing to meet the needs of the 
area, whilst respecting and enhancing the 
site’s environmental and cultural assets. 

The vision responds to current conditions 
and future needs, with the overall aim of 
providing a high quality environment. There 
are a number of key design objectives which 
inform the Masterplan illustrated in the 
Development Framework.

Design Objectives & 
Summary

• To respect local character and to retain 
and enhance views, including views to 
the east across the brook.

• To deliver a high quality “place” which 
is sustainable, safe, and attractive; The 
masterplan and DAS will provide a high 
quality built and landscaped design that 
incorporates Best Practice principles. 
Using as a reference the core design 
texts of  “Safer Places ”, “By Design” 
and Manual for Streets II”.

• To deliver a mix of housing - up to 138 
new dwellings, offering 2-5 bedroom 
properties, comprising a range of 
house types from linked townhouses to 
detached properties which can respond 
to local housing need.

Residential Proposals

• To provide an integrated network of 
public open spaces and new play 
facilities.

• To establish a legible environment, with 
a choice of interconnecting attractive 
streets and pedestrian routes which 
provide excellent connectivity across 
the site into both Goostrey and  the 
surrounding countryside.

• To adopt inclusive design, by making 
the place accessible for all.

• To promote sustainability and reduce 
energy consumption.

• To ensure well designed pedestrian 
links with the surrounding village.
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Local Character

Identifying the distinctive components that 
define local character has been a fundamental 
starting point for the design of the site. Local 
character comprises of a variety of design 
elements, from the way in which streets 
interconnect, development blocks and 
buildings are arranged, the use of common 
building materials, visual containment and 
boundary treatments etc. The site specifically 
does not seek to recreate, or generate a 
pastiche of what has gone before, but instead 
to look forward to contemporary sustainable 
design solutions which effectively integrate 
into the existing fabric of Goostrey by way 
of referencing common building materials, 
layout and street hierarchy.

Approximate site access



Development Framework
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The proposed development will provide 
benefits for both the existing and future 
communities of Goostrey by providing 

new links that will plug in to the surrounding 
footpath and recreational network.

The existing northern edge to both the 
eastern and western sides of Goostrey are 
heavily treed. The proposals have potential 
for a new woodland buffer along the northern 
edge, which can connect these and tie into 
the band of landscape running north to south 
and it can also link the strong line of trees that 
run in Goostrey.
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BENEFITS 

Connections / Sustainability
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Potential FootpathsExisting edge/ footpath

Shear Brook and adjacent fields provide a 
green corridor into the centre of Goostrey. 
The proposals have potential to retain and 
enhance this corridor, providing lines north 
from Main Road into the existing footpath 
network.

Retain green corridor through the centre of
Goostrey, with new pedestrian links

Continue existing wooded edge to Goostrey
Shear 
Brook
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The proposed development will include 
changes in building heights, density and 
forms. This will ensure that there is character 
and visual interest and will also enable the 
layout and detailed design of the proposals 
to respond to its context. In general, it is 
anticipated that the majority of the new 
houses will be 2 storey, with any occasional 
2.5 storey properties in appropriate locations. 
The density of the housing development 
will vary, yet will include predominantly 
lower and medium densities, appropriate 
to its settlement edge location and to the 
characteristics of the site landscape. 

The lower density housing will be 
characterised by detached and some semi 
-detached properties, with deeper frontages 
(or “set backs”), tree lined roads and more 
green elements (trees, front gardens, hedges 
and open space). 

The range of building heights, densities 
and form will need to be fully explored and 
defined as the scheme design advances 
and in response to community consultation 
and other stakeholders. These factors will 
be important considerations in defining the 
different street types or character areas to be 
established across the site.

To produce a pedestrian friendly environment, 
the development will need to adopt an offset 
grid of blocks and streets and will generally 
incorporate the use of closed blocks (i.e. 
back to back properties). This will allow for 
secure private rear gardens. It is anticipated 
that variations in block shape and size will 
occur creating a looser and more organic 
arrangement of blocks and buildings in these 
areas.

The detailed arrangement and design of 
blocks will also be guided by the site`s levels 
and topography, with blocks and streets 
generally following the natural line of the 
contours.

Urban Design Heights, Density and Form
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The intention of this Masterplan document is 
not to detail all of the design principles to be 
adopted by the development or at this stage 
to be rigid or prescriptive in terms of the 
appearance or architecture of the proposals. 
Ultimately, the appearance and character 
of the development will not just be about 
the design and architecture of individual 
buildings but also the way the streets, plots 
and landscape are all designed and interact.

It is anticipated that the proposed housing 
will be predominantly traditional in form 
and appearance, using local character as a 
template, particularly in terms of respecting 
materials and colours. Building design and 
appearance will relate to good examples 
that can be found within the local area. The 
emphasis will be on providing new high 
quality homes and building designs that are 
enduring, desirable and attractive. Simplicity 
of form and a good sense of scale and 
proportion, coupled with the use of quality 
materials will underpin the designs.

The public realm proposals will include a 
variety of new areas and features. New high 
quality street trees, hedgerows and other 
planting and habitats would be provided. A 
mix of planting sizes and stock will be used, 
with large trees and plants used where 
an immediate effect would be beneficial. 
Footways, cycleways and other hard paved 
areas would be created, utilising a variety 
of materials and products, with the main 
street adopting specific materials and 
specifications. 

Local Character and the 
Public Realm
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